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The ribosome is an essential organelle responsible for cellular protein synthesis. Until recently,

the study of ribosome assembly has been largely limited to in vitro assays, with few attempts to

reconcile these results with the more complex ribosome biogenesis process inside the living cell.

Here, we characterize the ribosome synthesis and assembly pathway for each of the E. coli

ribosomal protein (r-protein) in vivo using a stable isotope pulse-labeling timecourse. Isotope

incorporation into assembled ribosomes was measured by quantitative mass spectrometry (qMS)

and fit using steady-state flux models. Most r-proteins exhibit precursor pools ranging in size from

0% to 7% of completed ribosomes, and the sizes of these individual r-protein pools correlate well

with the order of r-protein binding in vitro. Additionally, we observe anomalously large precursor

pools for specific r-proteins with known extra-ribosomal functions, as well as three r-proteins that

apparently turnover during steady-state growth. Taken together, this highly precise, time-dependent

proteomic qMS approach should prove useful in future studies of ribosome biogenesis and could be

easily extended to explore other complex biological processes in a cellular context.

Introduction

Understanding the dynamics of the proteome is currently at

the forefront of systems biology, as changes in protein syn-

thesis and degradation rates are required for cellular responses

to perturbations in the environment and for progression

through developmental programs.1–3 Historically, pulse-chase

experiments using radioactive labeling have been used to study

proteome flux, but this approach is limited by low sample-

throughput and poor quantitation precision. Recently, however,

time-dependent proteomics using quantitative mass spectro-

metry has emerged as a more facile and accurate alternative to

studying proteome flux in a variety of biological systems.3

One such system, the ribosome translation apparatus, is

central to the regulation of cell growth and differentiation,

and, as a major constituent of the proteome, deserves special

attention for understanding proteome dynamics. Ribosomal

components make up as much as 50% of the proteome by

weight in E. coli,4 and substantial resources are dedicated

to their production. As the central hub of cell physiology,

the ribosome is a key target for small molecule antibiotics.5–7

Furthermore, aberrant ribosome production has been linked

to human diseases such as carcinogenesis8,9 and Diamond

Blackfan Anemia.10 Clearly, establishing the in vivo dynamics

and regulation of ribosome biogenesis will greatly advance our

understanding of the cellular economy.

The E. coli ribosome consists of the small 30S and large 50S

subunits, which is composed of three large ribosomal RNA

molecules (5S, 16S, and 23S rRNA) and 54 structural ribo-

somal proteins (r-proteins). The in vitro assembly process for

the two subunits has been investigated extensively in a series of

reconstitution experiments by the Nomura and Nierhaus

laboratories,11,12 resulting in two canonical ribosome assembly

maps that depict the thermodynamic binding dependencies of

the E. coli r-proteins. More recently, 30S subunit assembly

kinetics were investigated using a series of novel biophysical

techniques including hydroxyl radical footprinting,13 stable

isotope pulse-chase mass spectrometry,14,15 and time-resolved

electron microscopy.16 Together, these studies suggest that the

assembly of the 30S particle proceeds in a 50-to-30 direction

along the 16S rRNA, and also follows the same top-to-bottom

binding hierarchy found in the Nomura assembly map.17

Understanding how the well-characterized in vitro assembly

pathway relates to the process of ribosome biogenesis inside living

cells is a major goal in the ribosome field. In in vitro reconstitution

experiments, ribosome assembly involves the synchronous binding

of r-proteins to mature full-length rRNAs, whereas ribosome

biogenesis inside cells involves the asynchronous, co-transcriptional

binding of r-proteins to nascent rRNA precursors. In addition,
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ribosome assembly in vivo requires the participation of many

assembly cofactors and chaperones that modify the rRNA and

facilitate RNA folding and r-protein binding.18,19 Finally, the

process of ribosome biogenesis is strongly coupled to cell

growth, which involves transcriptional and translational regu-

lation networks governed by global signaling molecules such

as ppGpp.20,21 Through these complex regulatory networks,

cells maintain constant pools of free r-proteins and assembly

intermediates to meet the demand for new ribosomes during

exponential growth.

Radioisotope pulse-chase experiments were first applied to

measure these precursor pools in order to understand the

dynamics of E. coli ribosome assembly over forty years ago.22–28

Measurements of total free r-proteins and assembly intermediates

were estimated to be less than 5% of total ribosomes,22,23

indicating that the in vivo ribosome assembly process is rapid

and highly efficient. In conjunction with 2D-gel electrophoretic

separation of the r-proteins, these radiolabeling experiments

provided estimates of the amounts of individual r-proteins in

ribosome assembly intermediates and assigned tentative orders of

binding to the 30S and 50S r-proteins in vivo.24,28 However, the

data in these classic studies were limited in measurement precision

and accuracy, and the resulting pools were difficult to reconcile

with the emerging views of ribosome assembly from current

in vitro studies. More recently, changes in total r-protein levels

in the cell upon perturbation of the r-protein auto-regulatory

network were characterized using a high-precision quantitative

mass spectrometry (qMS) approach.29 Although gross differences

in total r-protein were readily observed upon perturbation, the

high complexity of these whole-cell samples resulted in relatively

large measurement errors of 7%, and any fine differences in the

r-protein levels from the relatively small amounts of wild-type

ribosome assembly intermediates were not detected.

Here, we present a next-generation stable isotope pulse-labeling

study of the ribosome biogenesis system, as characterized by

qMS and mathematical frameworks of pulse-labeling kinetics.

Purification of completed ribosomal particles and an eight-point

pulse-labeling timecourse allowed for precise measurements of

the labeling kinetics for 53 of the 54 E. coli r-proteins under

steady-state cell growth. Fitting this data to mathematical

models of ribosome biogenesis produced precise values for

individual r-protein precursor pool sizes encompassing both free

proteins and ribosome assembly intermediates. These measure-

ments cover the flux of a third of the bacterial proteome by

mass, and the measured pool sizes provide a clear and consistent

picture of the in vivo ribosome assembly landscape. In addition,

anomalous pool sizes and significant turnover rates were found

for a number of r-proteins with both known and possibly

as-yet-uncharacterized extra-ribosomal functions. The qMS

pulse-labeling method described herein is of general applicability

and should find widespread use in the quantitative study of

protein synthesis and turnover in a variety of biological systems.

Results

Stable isotope pulse-labeling kinetics in E. coli

An overview of the in vivo pulse-labeling qMS approach is

illustrated in Fig. 1. Briefly, E. coli strain MRE600 was grown

at 37 1C in M9 minimal medium containing 15N as the sole

nitrogen source. Early in exponential phase growth (OD600E 0.5),

an equal volume of 14N medium was added to the culture, and

samples were taken at eight time points spanning approxi-

mately one doubling period after the isotope pulse. A constant

doubling time of 36 minutes was maintained throughout the

pulse-labeling experiment. To improve downstream ribosomal

peptide identification,15 the pulse-labeled cells were mixed with

reference cells grown in 14N-only medium. The ribosomal

particles were isolated from lysed cells using ultra-centrifugation

on a non-dissociating sucrose gradient, and 70S ribosomes were

purified, digested with trypsin and submitted to LC-MS analysis.

The m/z trace for each peptide was extracted from raw MS data

and the fully 14N-labeled, 50% 15N-labeled, and fully 15N-labeled

isotope distributions were quantified using a Least Squares

Fourier Transform convolution algorithm.30 Fits of the iso-

tope distributions for each peptide were filtered for quality (see

Experimental procedures).

The labeling kinetics of each r-protein is defined by the accu-

mulation of 50% 15N-labeled proteins in completed 70S ribosomes

as a function of time. Specifically, for each peptide, the fraction-

labeled value in 70S ribosomes at pulse time t is given by fr(t),

the ratio of 50% 15N-labeled peptide to total peptide (i.e. fully
15N-labeled + 50% 15N-labeled peptides) from the pulse-labeled

sample (Fig. 1). The peptide fr(t) values were averaged for each

r-protein except L36 in the timecourse experiment, for which no

good isotope fits were found (Fig. 2). As expected, a monotonic

increase in the fraction-labeled values was observed for each

r-protein as a function of pulse time. Additionally, at each time-

point significant variations were observed in the fraction-labeled

values between individual r-proteins, and many r-proteins were

consistently underlabeled as compared to a calculated maximum

labeling value, fmax(t) (see Experimental procedures). Interestingly,

a few proteins were consistently over-labeled, implying a synthesis

rate in excess of that necessary for ribosome synthesis. These speci-

fic differences in labeling kinetics reflect differences in the dynamics

of the individual proteins in the ribosome biogenesis pathway.

Qualitatively, these results were interpreted using a biological

model for ribosome biogenesis (Fig. 3). In this model, newly syn-

thesized r-protein is released into the free protein pool and mixes

with pre-existing free proteins. These r-proteins, some of which

may take part in extra-ribosomal functions, are incorporated into

ribosome assembly intermediates in an ordered assembly process.

As such, earlier binding r-proteins would be incorporated into

completed ribosomes after those that bind later. In this context, a

lag in the observed labeling kinetics relative to fmax(t) is attributed

to the presence of a precursor pool for a particular r-protein,

which is composed of both free proteins and downstream ribosome

assembly intermediates containing that r-protein. Some r-proteins

were labeled faster than fmax(t), and these were interpreted by a

more detailed model involving exchange and turnover, as described

below. Quantitatively, the precursor pool sizes and turnover rates

for each r-protein were obtained by fitting the observed labeling

kinetics to mathematical models for ribosome biogenesis.

A quantitative precursor pool model to describe pulse-labeling kinetics

The E. coli ribosome biogenesis pathway was modeled as

a series of three pools through which isotope labels flow.
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The first pool, n, consists of nutrients and unincorporated amino

acids that flow with a constant flux np into the second pool, p,

which is composed of free r-proteins and r-proteins bound to

ribosome assembly intermediates. These intermediates in turn

Fig. 1 Overview of the pulse-labeling and qMS approach. Cells growing exponentially in 15N medium were pulsed with an equal volume of
14N medium for time t. Pulsed cells were harvested and mixed with a reference culture grown entirely in 14N medium. Ribosomes were purified via

ultracentrifugation through a sucrose gradient, and fractions containing completed 70S ribosomes (gray bar) were combined and submitted to

LC-MS analysis. The isotope distribution for each ribosomal peptide was extracted. Averaged abundance values from the raw data (dotted open

circles) were fitted using a Least Squares Fourier Transform Convolution algorithm;30 only fits to the partially labeled (green line) and fully labeled

species (orange line) are shown. The fraction-labeled value fr(t) is calculated as the fraction of the amplitude of partially labeled peptides,

AP, relative to the sum of the amplitudes of the partially labeled and fully labeled peptides, AP and AF, respectively.

Fig. 2 Timecourse of 70S r-protein labeling kinetics. The average and standard deviation of the measured fr(t) values for all identified peptides for

each r-protein is shown in alternating colors across the 8 pulse labeling time points. Proteins for which a single peptide was observed are

represented by open circles, and the maximum labeling value at each pulse time, fmax(t), is indicated by the dotted lines.
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flow with flux nr into the third pool, r, which contains

r-proteins incorporated in completed ribosomes:

n ��!np p ��!nr r

The fraction-labeled value of each pool is given below,

where x represents the total amount of material in a given

pool and x* represents the amount of material in that pool

that is pulse-labeled:

fx ¼
x�

x
ð1Þ

It is assumed that the labeling dynamics of pool n are fast,31

and that any r-proteins synthesized after the isotope pulse are

immediately labeled, such that fn(t) = 1 for all pulse times t,

and that fp(t) = fr(t) = 0 at t = 0. The steady-state flux

models of isotope flow outlined herein are derived based on

the assumption of balanced growth, i.e. the net rate of syn-

thesis for any pool x is dx/dt = k�x, where k is the growth rate.

The flux into a pool early in the pathway must support the

growth of that pool as well as the growth of all subsequent

pools. Assuming for now that no r-proteins leave completed

ribosomes, the flux of material into the final pool r needs only

to support the growth of the ribosome pool. The following

equations relate the synthesis rates of pools p and r with the

growth rate and sizes of these pools:

nr = k�r (2)

np = k�(p + r) (3)

The set of equations describing dp*/dt and dr*/dt is then the

difference between the synthesis and utilization rates, multi-

plied by the fractional labeling value (with fn = 1) of their

respective source pools:

dp�

dt
¼ np � nr � fp ð4Þ

dr�

dt
¼ nr � fp ð5Þ

These expressions can be used to obtain an integrable set of

differential equations for the fraction-labeled values fx using

the quotient rule:

dfx

dt
¼ d

dt

x�

x

� �
¼ 1

x2
� x � dx

�

dt
� dx

dt
� x�

� �
¼ 1

x
� dx�

dt
� fx �

dx

dt

� �

ð6Þ

To solve for the rates of change in the fractional labeling

values dfp/dt and dfr/dt, eqn (2)–(5) can be substituted into

eqn (6) to arrive at:

dfp

dt
¼ k � ð1� fpÞ � 1þ 1

P

� �
ð7Þ

dfr

dt
¼ k � ðfp � frÞ ð8Þ

where the relative precursor pool size P = p/r is given as the

ratio of the precursor pool to the completed ribosome pool.

Integration of this system of equations leads to a closed-form

solution for the fractional labeling of ribosomes as a function

of time:

frðtÞ ¼ 1þ P � exp �k � 1þ 1

P

� �
� t

� �
� ð1þ PÞ � exp½�k � t�

ð9Þ

Thus, the relative precursor pool sizes can be obtained by

fitting the experimental pulse-labeling timecourse in Fig. 2 to

eqn (9), where P is the only free parameter.

The majority of r-protein labeling kinetics fit well to the

precursor pool model derived above, and significant variations

were observed in the P values of individual r-proteins (Table S1,

ESIw). For example, some r-proteins such as S2, S11, and L34

exhibited virtually no lag in labeling (Fig. 2) and fit to a

precursor pool size that is effectively zero. In contrast, primary

binding r-proteins such as S4, S6 (Fig. 4a), S7, S15, and S17

exhibited a significant lag in their labeling kinetics, reflecting

pool sizes between 2% to 3%, and remarkably large pool sizes

of 6–7% were measured for the r-proteins S10 (Fig. 4b)

and L28.

Fig. 3 Model of the ribosome biogenesis pathway in E. coli. Label is modeled to flow through three distinct compartments: the nutrients pool n,

where nitrogen is taken up by the cell and incorporated into amino acids; the precursor pool p, where newly labeled r-protein enters a standing free

pool involved in ribosome assembly, as well as extra-ribosomal functions; and the completed ribosomes r, where completed 30S and 50S subunits

enter the translation cycle. Possible additional fluxes from pools p and r are indicated by dotted lines.
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As a caveat, the precursor pool model may underestimate the

actual precursor pool if there is some exchange of r-proteins

between free proteins and complete ribosomes, e.g. due to the

replacement of easily damaged r-proteins.32 Mathematically,

the r-protein labeling kinetics for smaller pools with no

exchange (Fig. S1a, ESIw) is indistinguishable from that of a

larger precursor pool with exchange (Fig. S1b, ESIw). Thus,
given that a few r-proteins are known to exchange in vivo,32–34

it is possible that in actuality these r-proteins have significantly

larger precursor pools. Although our current experimental

approach cannot distinguish between various rates of exchange,

the derivation of the appropriate mathematical model for

exchange between the precursor pool p and completed ribo-

some pool r is presented (see ESIw).
To confirm that the P values measured above accurately

reflect the r-protein precursor pool, the free pool of the small

subunit protein S9 was artificially increased by introducing a

IPTG-inducible plasmid bearing a copy of this protein into the

BL21 (DE3) Tuner strain. S9 levels were titrated by addition

of 0 mM, 5 mM, or 15 mM IPTG. Upon induction, increases in

total S9 total cellular protein of up to 66% were observed in

the whole cell lysate relative to a 70S spike29 (Fig. S2a, ESIw).
Correspondingly, in vivo stable isotope pulse-labeling exhib-

ited a specific delay in the labeling kinetics of S9 in completed

ribosomes (Fig. S2b, ESIw), and there is a good correlation

between the amount of extra S9 measured in whole cell lysates

and the calculated precursor pool sizes (Fig. S2c, ESIw).
Critically, this correlation between the increases in total S9

protein and its precursor pool size shows that the parameter P

accurately reflects the in vivo precursor pools of E. coli

r-proteins.

To eliminate the possibility of contamination by aggregates

due to recombinant protein expression, 70S ribosomal parti-

cles were purified through a sucrose cushion and dissociated

into 30S and 50S subunits in the S9 over-expression experi-

ments. It is curious to note that here, in the dissociated 30S

subunits, r-protein S20 displayed significantly slower labeling

kinetics corresponding to an apparent precursor pool of

B15% (Fig. S2b, ESIw). The mechanism for this anomalous

pulse-labeling result remains to be elucidated, but interference

from possible extra-ribosomal copies of S20 associated with

the 50S subunit35,36 (data not shown) is briefly discussed

(see ESIw).

An exchange-plus-turnover model to describe over-labeling

While the precursor pool model accurately described the

labeling kinetics of most r-proteins, this model could not

account for the observed labeling kinetics of r-proteins S20,

S21 (Fig. 4c), and L33, which were each over-labeled relative

to the theoretical maximum. To produce such over-labeling,

the synthesis rate of an r-protein must exceed the rate required

solely for pool replacement and ribosome synthesis. Under

balanced growth, a counter-acting efflux must exist to com-

pensate for this increase. These requirements can be satisfied

by a mechanism in which specific r-proteins exchange from

completed ribosome into the free protein pool32–34 and are

then degraded or sequestered from the ribosome biogenesis

pathway. At biologically-relevant rates of exchange, the pre-

cursor pool p and completed ribosome pool r effectively merge

into a single pool r0. Turnover of free proteins would then

result in the over-labeling of the r-proteins in completed

ribosomes (see ESIw). Specifically, this exchange-plus-turnover
model is represented as:

n ��!nr0 r0 ��!dr0
where r0 = p + r. The fluxes in and out of r0 are given by:

nr0 = k�r0 + d0�r0 (10)

dr0 = d0�r0 (11)

where d0 is the degradation rate of r0. The change in the

amount of label in r0 is then:

dr0�

dt
¼ nr0 � dr0 � fr0 ð12Þ

By integrating eqn (12) and substituting in eqn (10) and (11),

the closed form solution for fr0(t) can be written as:

fr0(t) = 1 � exp[�(k + d0)�t] (13)

Thus, for the exchange-plus-turnover model the observed

labeling kinetics fr0(t) is solely determined by the growth rate k

and the turnover rate d0. As shown for S21 (Fig. 4c), the

exchange-plus-turnover model describes the over-labeling kinetics

Fig. 4 Fits of select observed r-protein labeling kinetics using bio-

logical models of ribosome biogenesis. (a, b, c) Left, observed labeling

kinetics fr(t) for r-protein S6, S10, and S21 (green, blue, and red circles,

respectively) plotted against fmax(t) (black line) and calculated labeling

kinetics of the best-fit values of P = 2.0%, P = 5.6%, and turnover

per generation of 8.4% (green, blue, and red lines, respectively). Right,

observed labeling values and labeling kinetics normalized against

fmax(t) (same as left); additional calculated labeling kinetics for �1%
of the calculated fit are shown as dotted lines.
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observed for S20, S21 and L33 significantly better than the

precursor pool model (Table S1, ESIw).
Using these two models, we calculated the relevant biological

parameters for each of the r-proteins in E. coli (Fig. 5).

Measured P values and turnover rates per generation (see

Experimental procedures for definition) ranged from 0–7%

and 3–8%, respectively. As discussed below, this pulse-labeling

strategy offers a powerful tool to investigate the dynamics of

the free protein and assembly intermediates pool during ribo-

some biogenesis.

Discussions

This work describes, in detail, the process of ribosome bio-

genesis in exponentially growing E. coli cells using a novel,

high-precision qMS stable isotope pulse-labeling approach.

The average measured P value of 1–2% for all r-proteins

is similar to previous measurements of total ribosomal

precursors.22,23,28,37–39 However, detailed inspection of the indi-

vidual precursor pools reported here reveals some significant

discrepancies with those found in previous studies.27,40 Below, we

compare the accuracy and precision in a previously published

work to the current data. The values reported here represent a

dramatic increase in precision over previous studies.24,25,28

A radioisotope pulse-labeling measurement of the indivi-

dual r-protein precursor pools was previously performed in

which r-protein spots were excised from 2D-gels and quanti-

tated via scintillation counting.25 One metric of measurement

precision is the period of time for which significant labeling

differences can be quantified. In their study, differences in the

r-protein pulse-labeling values did not persist longer than one-

sixth of a doubling time.25 In comparison, in the present study

significant differences are still observed after 1.1 doubling

times, which translate into a 7-fold increase in precision over

the previous radiolabeling approach.

There are several factors that contribute to this large

improvement in precision. First, our measurements were

performed on intact ribosomes obtained directly from sucrose

gradients, thereby eliminating sample loss that often results

from 2D-gel separation and excision. Second, the entire iso-

tope distribution for the unlabeled and labeled species of each

peptide was fit using a Least Squares Fourier Transform

Convolution algorithm,30 poor fits due to noise or peak over-

laps were carefully excluded from further analysis, and multiple

peptide quantitation values were averaged together to produce

a much more precise estimate of r-protein labeling than from

the quantitation of a single scintillation counting value. Third,

pool size parameters were obtained by a least squares fit of

fobs(t) across an eight-point pulse-labeling timecourse (Fig. 2),

rather than from just a single timepoint. Together, these

methodological improvements allowed us to quantitate the

labeling differences of an in vivo pulse-labeling experiment at

unprecedented levels of precision. The magnitudes of the pools

between the two data sets are in general agreement, and

differences between these two studies likely result from the

improved precision of our qMS approach.

To demonstrate that the observed labeling kinetics and

measured P values accurately reflect the precursor pools of

r-proteins, S9 was over-expressed at various levels using an

expression plasmid with an inducible promoter. Initial sucrose

gradient purification of pulse-labeled 70S ribosomes showed

the presence of contaminating S9 aggregates, and an alter-

native purification scheme was used to obtain pure 30S sub-

units for pulse-labeling studies (see Experimental procedures).

A good correlation of the increase in total S9 protein and

precursor pool size was observed under 0 mM (likely due to

leaky expression), 5 mM, and 15 mM IPTG induction (Fig. S2c,

ESIw).
For 50 of the 54 r-proteins, the observed fraction labeling

value, fr(t), was at or below the calculated maximum labeling

value, fmax(t), which indicates finite precursor pools for these

r-proteins (Fig. 2). Most of the r-proteins exhibited a signifi-

cant lag in labeling and fit to pool sizes as large as 7%,

implying that a significant fraction must either be sequestered

upstream of the completed ribosomes as ribosomal assembly

intermediates (i.e. 16S rRNA with an incomplete subset of the

30S r-proteins), as a free cytosolic pool, or, alternatively, take

part in non-ribosomal functions orthogonal to the assembly

process. A number of the r-proteins (i.e. S1, S2, S11, S13, S14,

L31, and L34) exhibited no lag in their labeling kinetics,

resulting in fitted pool sizes of effectively zero. This result

implies that either these r-proteins are rapidly incorpo-

rated into completed 70S ribosomes upon protein synthesis,

or as noted in previous studies, they may reversibly bind to

Fig. 5 Calculated relative precursor pool size and turnover rates for E. coli r-proteins. The relative pool size value P is defined as the % of the

precursor pool p relative to the completed ribosome pool r. The turnover rate is expressed as % turnover per generation. Notable r-proteins are

marked accordingly: those with extra-ribosomal functions (*),41–43 those that exchange between completed ribosomes and a free proteins pool

(x),32–34 and S20 which has a questionable stoichiometry (?).35,36
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the ribosome and then exchange with free protein pools

in vivo.32–34

Because the r-protein precursor pools include ribosome

assembly intermediates, we expect that proteins that bind

earlier during assembly would exhibit larger pools than those

that bind later (Fig. 6a). To test this hypothesis, the P value for

each r-protein was painted onto the Nomura and Nierhaus

in vitro assembly maps (Fig. 6b and c, respectively). As

expected, the observed P values decrease in a 50-to-30 direc-

tion along the rRNA and from top to bottom in the assem-

bly hierarchies for both subunits. Aside from significant

exceptions noted below, these trends agree with both the

thermodynamic11,12 and kinetic14,15 binding dependencies

observed in vitro. Moreover, this result is generally in agree-

ment with prior work by Pichon et al.25 that placed 30S and

50S r-proteins into early and late in vivo binding groups.

Taken together, this is the clearest confirmation to date that

the 30S and 50S assembly landscapes observed in vitro accu-

rately reflect the complex process of ribosome biogenesis

inside the cell.

A small number of r-proteins (i.e. S10, S16, L28, and L32)

have unexpectedly large P values that are at odds with the

assembly order expected from in vitro studies (Fig. 6b and c).

For instance, the 30S tertiary binding r-protein S10 exhibited a

P value of 5.6%, or roughly three times the average pool size

for the primary binding r-proteins S4, S7, S15, and S17

(Fig. 5). Based strictly on the in vitro order of r-protein

binding, one would expect the fraction of S10 present in

assembly intermediates to be much less than that of the 30S

primary binders. However, it is also known that S10 functions

as a transcriptional elongation factor by binding directly to

RNA polymerase.41,42 Exchange between the extra-ribosomal

S10 proteins and those in the free protein pool would then

result in its large observed precursor pool. Similarly, the

secondary binding r-protein S16 has a larger precursor pool

than S4 (Fig. 6b), and is known to display endonuclease

activity,43 which suggests that S16 may also be involved in

extra-ribosomal functions in E. coli.

The measured P value of S6 (2.0%) is significantly larger

than that of S18 (0.8%) which, based on the order of in vivo

assembly alone, suggests that S6 binds the 16S rRNA earlier

than, and separately from, S18. However, it is well known that

S6 and S18 assemble in vitro as a hetero-dimer,44 which would

imply an equimolar ratio in ribosome assembly intermediates.

However, prior work suggests that there are multiple post-

translationally modified forms of S6 in E. coli,45 and that

perhaps only the fully-matured form takes part in ribosome

assembly. This would explain the larger precursor pool for S6

relative to S18. In light of these known extra-ribosomal

processes, it is plausible that there are as yet unidentified

extra-ribosomal functions for L28 and L32 as well.

Previous studies directly quantifying the amount of free

r-protein in E. coli cell lysates have reported free protein pools

in excess of 2% for r-proteins S1, S2, S6, L4, L7/L12,

and L10.27,40 In the present work, we measured the entire

precursor pool, including both the free and intermediate

bound proteins, and found an anomalously large P value for

r-protein S6, which may indicate a significant free protein

population as discussed above. In contrast, much smaller P

values (0–1%) were observed for the late binding r-proteins

S1, S2, L10, and L7/L12, which were previously found to have

pool sizes as large as 20%. This discrepancy is likely a result of

r-protein exchange between completed ribosomal particles and

the free protein pool: in E. coli S1 is thought to be a loosely-

associated translational factor,46 and the 50S stalk proteins

L10 and L7/L12 are known to exchange under active cell

growth and protein translation.47 Interestingly, large P values

(6–7%) were observed for the late binding r-proteins S10 and

L28, which have previously been reported to have undetect-

able pools. As noted above, this discrepancy may be due to

their strong, but reversible, associations with target extra-

ribosomal complexes,42 which provide additional sources of

r-proteins available for assembly that are not detectable as free

proteins. Finally, theB7% free pool previously reported27 for

r-protein L4 is in excess of the 3.8% total precursor pool

reported here. There is no obvious explanation for this dis-

crepancy, but the growth rate in the previous study is much

faster (15 vs. 36 minutes doubling time), and the steady-state

pool of L4 may be larger as a result.

Significant over-labeling, up to 8.4% per generation, was

observed for r-proteins S21, S20, and L33 in 70S ribosomes.

While some form of turnover is necessary to explain their

over-labeling kinetics, there is no known mechanism for the

targeted degradation of ribosome-bound r-proteins, nor is there

any evidence for the global turnover of ribosomes (see ESIw).
Instead, both r-proteins S21 and L33 are known to exchange

between completed ribosomes and the free protein pool

in vivo.32–34 As described in the ESI,w turnover of these rapidly
exchanging free r-proteins could account for the over-labeling

observed for S21 and L33, while contaminating, extra copies

of S2035,36 could account for the over-labeling of this protein.

It should be noted that turnover does not necessarily imply

r-protein degradation, as their irreversible inclusion into an

orthogonal pathway to ribosome biogenesis would also

account for the observed over-labeling patterns. To determine

if protein degradation is the underlying mechanism of turn-

over, pulse-labeling experiments were carried out on E. coli

W3110 cells as described above, and fraction-labeled values

were measured for each r-protein in the whole cell lysate.

Over-labeling of total cellular S21 and L33 was observed (data

not shown), which suggests that these r-proteins are degraded

inside the cell. In an attempt to identify the protease respon-

sible, pulse-labeling experiments were carried out on E. coli

strains bearing individual genetic knockouts48 of each non-

essential energy-dependent protease: ClpAP (clpP�), ClpXP

(clpP�), Lon (lon�), and HslUV (hslV�). The final energy-

dependent protease, FtsH, could not be tested as it is essential

in E. coli.49 No changes were observed in the over-labeling of

S21 and L33 in completed ribosomes in any of the knockout

strains as compared to the wild-type BW25113 parent strain

(data not shown), indicating that none of these proteases are

solely responsible for their degradation. Interestingly, S20

was not over-labeled in any of the BW25113-derived strains.

This discrepancy may reflect physiological differences between

the E. coli C-strain (MRE600) and the K-12 derived strain

(BW25113).

Nomura and Nierhaus have previously demonstrated

in vitro that a small subset of r-proteins in the 30S and 50S
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subunits are ‘‘primary binders’’ and are required for the

binding of subsequent r-proteins. In the 30S subunit, the

primary binders S4, S7, S15, and S17 exhibited delays in

labeling that correspond to precursor pools of B2%, while

in the 50S subunit the 50 primary binders L24, L20, L22 and

L4 were found to have precursor pools of B4% (Fig. 5). As

the primary binders are present in the earliest intermediates in

the assembly pathway, their pulse-labeling kinetics provide

upper bounds on the abundance of intermediates for each

subunit. This result is in general agreement with a previous

quantitative radiolabeling study which estimated that 30S and

50S precursors accounted for B2% of total ribosomes.28 The

differences between the precursor pools of the 30S and 50S

primary binders suggest that E. coli cells accumulate B2-fold

more 50S assembly intermediates than that of 30S during

steady-state growth. Given that the scaffold 16S and 23S

rRNAs are synthesized in stoichiometric quantities from a

single precursor, a larger steady-state precursor pool implies

that the 50S subunit assembles B2-fold slower than the 30S

subunit.28 Under balanced growth, a pool of size P will be

replaced by new material in approximately t = ln(1 + P)/k

minutes (derivation not shown). Based on the intermediate

pool sizes estimated above, B60 seconds is required for

30S particle assembly, whereas assembly of the 50S particle

requiresB120 seconds. Assuming a rate of rRNA transcription

of 42 nucleotides per second,50 the 16S and 23S transcription

Fig. 6 Measured precursor pool/turnover mapped onto the 30S and 50S in vitro assembly maps. (a) During balanced growth, early binding r-proteins

(green) in the co-transcriptional assembly process are enriched in the precursor pool compared to late binding r-proteins (red). (b, c) CalculatedP values

(solid circles) and turnover (dotted circles) painted onto the 30S and 50S in vitro assembly maps,11,12 respectively.
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phases are expected to account for onlyB30 andB60 seconds

of 30S and 50S assembly, respectively. Therefore, it appears

that significant portions of both 30S and 50S subunit assembly

take place after their rRNAs has been completely transcribed.

Experimental procedures

Cell growth and pulse-labeling

For wild-type pulse-labeling experiments, MRE600 cells were

inoculated from a non-saturated overnight culture into 500 mL of

M9 medium containing 15N ammonium sulfate, trace minerals,

and vitamins, as described previously.30 The culture was grown at

37 1C to B0.5 OD600nm and pulsed with an equal volume of

pre-warmed 14N M9 medium. Cell growth was arrested by

adding the culture directly into an equal volume of ice after 5,

10, 15, 20.5, 25, 30, 35, or 40 minutes of pulse-labeling, and

cells were harvested via centrifugation at 4 1C. To assist in

downstream ribosomal peptide identification by LC-MS ana-

lysis, a reference culture of unlabeled cells was mixed with each

sample prior to cell lysis.15 Both the addition of fresh 14N

medium to the 15N culture and the cell harvest procedures

took B20 seconds. Because these delays have opposing effects

on the observed labeling kinetics, neither was factored into the

reported pulse-labeling times. For S9 over-expression, BL21(DE3)

Tuner cells containing a pET24b-S9 expression vector were

grown in the presence of 50 mg mL�1 kanamycin with 0 mM,

5 mM, or 15 mM IPTG and pulsed as describe above.

Balanced growth was maintained throughout the pulse-labeling

experiments. Based on the measured growth rate k and pulse

times t, maximum labeling values fmax(t) for the simple pre-

cursor pool model were calculated as:

fmax(t) = 1 � exp[�k�t]

Ribosome purification and LC-MS analysis

Wild-type 70S ribosome samples were prepared as described

previously51 with minor modifications. Specifically, pulse-labeled

cells were mixed with a reference culture grown entirely in
14N medium. The sample was then lysed using a BioSpec Mini-

Beadbeater, and the cell lysate was spun down at 5500�g for

10 minutes followed by an additional spin at 30 000�g for

40 minutes. The clarified supernatant was loaded onto a

13–51% (w/v) non-dissociating linear sucrose gradient con-

taining 10 mM MgCl2 and centrifuged in a Beckman SW32

rotor at 26 000 rpm for 18 hours at 4 1C. Approximately

34 fractions were collected from each sucrose gradient using a

Brandel gradient fractionator. Based on the UV 254 nm trace,

gradient fractions corresponding to the 70S ribosome peak

were pooled together, TCA precipitated, and digested with

trypsin.

In the S9 over-expression pulse-labeling experiments, com-

pleted ribosomes were first pelleted through a 48% w/v non-

dissociating sucrose cushion to remove contaminating S9

aggregates. The resultant 70S pellets were then resuspended

in dissociating Buffer A (20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 100 mM

NH4Cl, 1 mMMgCl2, 0.5 mMEDTA, 6mMb-mercaptoethanol)

and resolved over a 13–51% (w/v) dissociating sucrose gradient.

Finally, the gradient fractions corresponding to the purified 30S

subunit peak were pooled together and processed as described

above.

Digested r-protein samples were purified using Pierce C-18

columns (Thermo Scientific) and submitted to LC-MS analysis

on an Agilent ESI-TOF mass spectrometer. Subsequent pep-

tide identification and isotope quantitation were carried out as

described previously30 with the following differences: peptides were

eluted off of a concave 5–50% ACN gradient over 100 minutes,

and the MS detection range was set at 250–1300 m/z. The

fraction-labeled value for each r-protein, fr(t), was calculated as

the fitted amplitude of the partially labeled peptides isotope

distribution, AP, relative to that of both the partially labeled

and fully labeled peptide isotope distributions, AP and AF,

respectively (Fig. 1):

fr ¼
r�

r
¼ AP

AP þ AF

For each sample, a fixed 15N fractional enrichment value

(i.e. the fraction of 15N atoms in the partially labeled peptides)

was set to the median value of the calculated enrichment

values from a preliminary round of free-floating fits. To

improve measurement precision, each isotope distribution

and its local chromatographic contour map was carefully

examined, and fits with low signal-to-noise ratios or isobaric

interferences52 were excluded from further analysis. Each

sample was submitted in duplicate or triplicate to LC-MS

analysis, and the technical replicates were combined to generate

the average fraction-labeled values for the r-proteins at each

pulse time point.

Quantitation of r-protein labeling kinetics

Rate equations for the labeling of precursor pool p and

completed ribosomes r were derived based on steady-state

balanced-flux models (see Results). Turnover rates per genera-

tion are defined as 1 � exp[�d0�36]. The closed-form solution to

each model was obtained by integrating the appropriate rate

equations. Curve fitting was carried out using the corre-

sponding feature in Igor Pro software (WaveMetrics, Inc.).

Final P values, turnover rates, and the corresponding errors in

fitted parameter were obtained from the best fits of r-protein

labeling kinetics using the closed-form solution of the appro-

priate biological model (Table S1, ESIw).

Conclusions

In this study, we carried out an eight-point stable isotope

pulse-labeling experiment to quantitate the process of ribo-

some biogenesis in wild-type E. coli cells. The labeling kinetics

for each r-protein in completed ribosomes was measured using

a previously developed high-precision qMS approach, and the

results were interpreted through a set of flux-based mathe-

matical models. Reported here are the relative precursor pool

sizes and turnover rates for 53 of the 54 r-proteins in E. coli.

These biological parameters shed new light on the relatively

unknown in vivo assembly landscapes of the 30S and 50S

subunits, and measure the times for subunit assembly to be

1 and 2 minutes, respectively. In addition, anomalous pool

size values and labeling kinetics for r-proteins S6, S10,

S16, S20, S21, L28, L32, and L33 highlight their potential
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extra-ribosomal functions. We expect this approach to be

directly applicable to the study of ribosome biogenesis in a

variety of model organisms. Furthermore, the general method-

ology and mathematics can be easily adapted to the high-

throughput, high-resolution LC-MS/MS studies of a wide

range of other interesting biological systems, such as the

assembly of other macromolecular machineries and the measure-

ment of whole-proteome dynamics and turnover.
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